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A young activity with immature institutions and norms

Many links, all of which must be made to function in a system

The chain must be efficient

 internally; technology, economy, socially

 externally; support, incentives, acceptance, ”good citicenship”, etc.

”international” means diffences in laws, culture, moral, ethics, 

norms, climate, calculation models, etc.

Drivers, resistance, obstacles are different in the various links

Ignorance and unawareness of basics (except within a small 

group of ”insiders”)

Great uncertainty of targets, opportunities and relevans

Specific Features of International Bio-energy Trade
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Europe



Comparison
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Area (km2) Inhabitants

Europe 10 million 712 million

Canada 10 million 33 million



Structure

46 independant countries

EU: 25 countries + 5 associates

Very great variations in policies, laws, directives

The EU ”harmonization” policy covers only a 

small portion of the variations
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Structure (2)

40-50 official languages (20-25 in the EU)

No established ”lingua franca” (yet)

Difficult to establish multilingual policies

Loop-holes and ”creative interpretation”
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Structure (3)

Key issues (energy)

 Energy (fuel) supply (incl. biomass)

 Energy saving

 Environment

 Common EU policy to reduce GHG emissions

 Different targets (”burdens”) for countries

 Cannot be accomplished without import
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Support and incentives

A few common measures – i.a EU-ETS, the 
waste directive

Few long term national measures – i.a. the 
Swedish CO2-taxes.

Most support measures and incentives have 
been ad hoc, short term, local/national

Prices, elasticity, security of supply, etc. varies 
frequently and drastically.
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Structure (4)

Few ports can handle (solid) imported biomass fuels 

efficiently (Rotterdam-Vlissingen)

Gives a cost advantage to near-by consumers (large 

scale condensing power plants)

Low total energy effectivness compared to heat and CHP 

plants

Long term policies would put low priority on incentives for 

wasteful condensing power generation, in particular 

relevant for imported fuels.
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Intercontinental trade – a handful of big users/buyers set 

the rules-of-the-game (cf. condensing plants above)

Access to ports and generation capacity makes it 

possible for these companies, at least to certain extent, to 

optimize trade to their favour

Only small quantities are presently imported to high price 

sectors (house-holds, other small scale, inland localities)

Structure (5)
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Opportunistic, reactive 

 Sell short term to highest bidder

 Restrict investment to ”core business”

Net-working, alliencies, joint market development

 Co-operate with custumers, etc. aiming at efficient business 
structures

 Joint problem solving, e.g. to access high price markets

 Common approach to infrastructure, standards, etc.

Market control

 Full control of all links (cf. oil business)

 Control of key functions (cf. cement, tea, spices, etc.)

Three Strategies for Exporters


